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Misadventures of flapjack bubbie

American animated television series The Marvelous Misadventures by FlapjackGenreAdventureFantasyComedyCreate deThurop Van OrmanDirected by Thurop Van Orman John Infantino (assistant director) John McIntyre (supervisory director) Creative DirectorsJ. G. QuintelJohn InfantinoVoices ofTurop Van
OrmanBrian Doyle-MurrayRoz Ryan Open Theme Adventures of Blowjack (written by Thurop Van Orman &amp; Dan Cantrell; performed by actorsComposerDan CantrellCountry of originStatsOriginal languageEnglishNo. of episodes46 (91 segments) (list of episodes)ProductionExecutive producerThurop Van
OrmanProducers Pernelle Hayes Jennifer Pelfrey (surveillance producer) Editors Kent Osborne Dave Tennant (story editors) Running time1 minutes22 minutes (segments)Production companies Cartoon Network Studios Screen Novelties (stopmotion segments) Saerom Animation (animation services) DistributorWarner
Bros. Television DistributionReleaseOriginal RecipesCartoon NetworkOriginal releaseJune 5, 2008 (2008-06-05) –August 30, 2010 (2010-08-3 0)External LinksWebsite The Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack (also known as The Misadventures of Flapjack; or simply Alapjack) is a American animated series created by
Thurop Van Orman for Cartoon Network which premiered in the United States on June 5 , 2008. [1] He plays Van Orman as the voice of Blowjack, a naïve boy who was raised by a whale named Bubbie and is guided by an old pirate named Captain K'nuckles. Together, the three spend their days in Stormalong Harbor,
where most of the show takes place while searching for the evisionable candied island. [2] Van Orman, who presented the idea to Cartoon Network as early as 2001, incorporated his own dreams of marine adventures, acquired while living in Florida as a child, in series. After three seasons and 46 episodes, the series
ended on August 30, 2010. During his run, Blowjack received two Primetime Emmy nominations, two Annie Award nominations and one Golden Reel Award nomination. Synopsis Setting Most characters live in the fictional city of Stormalong Harbor. The city is built on a series of docks in the middle of the ocean, with
little surrounding land. It is possible to actually swim under the city, which is often done by Bubbie. Richer citizens live on higher levees, which have growing vegetation land attached to it, while the lower class lives lower in the city. Stormalong also has a sewer system and a series of tunnels. Most of the inhabitants are
sailors of some kind, and sailors and/or pirates are constantly visiting from other lands. Stormalong has a wide variety of (often bizarre) shops, including a bar serving candy instead of alcohol (Candy Barrel). The city seems to be dystopian, with a high level of crime and wandering, and the only forms of law enforcement
being Hag and a relatively small police force. The Plot Series revolves around three main characters: Flapjack, Captain K'nuckles and Bubbie. Flapjack is a boy who was raised by a talking whale named Bubbie. Blowjack leads a quiet life until the duo rescues a pirate named Captain K'nuckles, who tells Flapjack about a
place called Confied Island, which is made entirely of candy. Inspired by the adventurous pirate, Flapjack, Captain K'nuckles, and Bubbia enter into difficult strange situations and adventures in search of candy, Confiate Island, and the coveted title of Adventurer. The three spend most of their time in Stormalong Harbor,
their place of residence, and home to many strange characters. Episodes Main Article: List of Marvelous Adventures of Flight SeasonsEpisodesOriginally AiredFirst BroadcastPilot2May 7, 2007 (2007-05-07)Shorts5July 27, 2007 (2007-07-27)August 24, 2007 (2007-08-24)120June 5, 2008 (2008-06-05)23 July 2009
(2009-07-23)220July 30, 2009 (2009-07-30)21 June 2010 (2010-06-21)3 July 65, 2010 (2010-07-0 August 30, 2010 (2010-08-30) Main characters Main characters, Captain K'nuckles and Flapjack Flapjack (expressed by Thurop Van Orman) - A strange and innocent little boy , with two teeth at the top and bottom of his
mouth that was found and picked up by Bubbie, a talking whale. Flapjack's biological parents are never seen or mentioned and no explanation is given for their absence. Flapjack is very naïve and reckless in danger,[3] even though he is easily caught in dangerous situations. He keeps K'nuckles in extreme respect, his
affection for the captain, sometimes on the edge of obsession. His phrase is Adventure! (said whenever excited). It is expressed by the creator of the Series Thurop Van Orman. At the end of the last episode, Thurop's son, Leif, plays The Pilotjack. The original Actor of Blowjack was meant to be Paul Reubens, but
Reubens did not appear at any recording session, so Van Orman expressed Flapjack himself. Captain K'nuckles (voiced by Brian Doyle-Murray) - An old Irish captain who claims to be the greatest adventurer in the world has ever known. Nowadays, he prefers to sleep and drink maple syrup, while telling scandalous
stories about past adventures and getting Flapjack wrapped up in his great hi-jinks. In reality, his stories are either completely false, or nowhere near as adventurous or amazing as he leads Flapjack to believe. He may not be a completely incompetent adventurer, however, as he was able to steal the Queen's Mermaid's
heart and successfully escape her guards in Gone Wirin'. He's a candy addict; He'll do whatever it takes to get his hands on the candy. For this reason, he is incredibly selfish, putting the well-being of him and the purchase of candy above all else. Because of his often selfish, rude, and open open behavior, K'nuckles has
gained the open hostility and disrespect of almost everyone in Stormalong, but is still respected by other pirates. Although he has a habit of taking advantage of Flapjack for his needs, he is actually proud of himself and will often try to get him out of trouble when a scheme of theirs goes too far. He also defends Flapjack
when others try to cheat him, something he does regularly. Most of his body is composed of wood: his hands are made of wood, his feet are nails and his back (his muscle sittin' he calls it) is a wooden plate. He's also made of pieces stolen by other pirates. Because of its artificial body, it makes mechanical noises when it
moves. K'nuckles spends most of his adventures with Flapjack trying to find Confied Island. Flapjack often has to defend him when he's in trouble. During the finale of the last episode, Thurop Van Orman presents the live-action K'nuckles. Bubbie (voiced by Pink Ryan) - An anthropomorphic whale, she is devoted to
Flapjack, a adoptive single mother. Bubbie serves as the primary home and transportation of both flapjack and K'nuckles. She frequently disapproves of Flapjack's desire for adventure, but will always be conquered. So said in Oh Brother, she found Flapjack at sea in a bed of seaweed. Bubbie and K'nuckles frequently
disapprove of each other's actions, especially in terms of adventure. She believes that K'nuckles is irresponsible, lazy, and a negative influence on Flapjack. However, Bubbie is classified as a hypocrite by K'nuckles because of the way she has a consistency of being irresponsible and rule-breaking herself. It is revealed
in 100 Per Census that Bubbie's last name is the same as her first name. Flapjack and K'nuckles live in her mouth. Recurring Larry Peppermint (voiced by Jeff Bennett) - The owner and manager of Candy Barrel, the only place in Stormalong where adventurers can get candy apart from the 99 Pence Store (except Candy
Trough, only seen in one episode). Larry Peppermint is presented as a generally beautiful person, but can also be hasty and selfish at times. Peppermint Larry is single and unsocial, so he made a candy woman named Candy Wife; although he has an unattractive adopted daughter named Candy. He loves Candy Wife as
she would be real, while most of the other residents of Stormalong have played along to make him; until the episode Just One Kiss, the series was deliberately whether or not she was actually alive or an illusion in Larry's mind. He often buys her candy rings telling everyone she has a taste for expensive items. It also
shows that he hates pickles, like when he was stuck on Pickle Island and when Candy Wife put juice in the drink to attack Larry, who exclaims: Pickle juice? I don't even like pickle juice! He was once fired by Dock Hag because he was using dead rats as puppets, and after he wanted to be Mr. Larry. Larry has a bit of a
grudge against K'nuckles, partly because of the way K'nuckles is constantly bringing Flapjack into Candy Barrel without any money, but mostly because of the interest of k'nuckles love in Candy Wife, which is revealed in Love Bugs. Doctor Julius Barber (voiced by Steve Little) - current doctor and barber of Stormalong.
He is not only a doctor and a barber, but also a certified candyologist. Like many characters on the show, Dr. Barber behaves strangely, unsettlingly. His driving ambition is to perform surgery on and give hair cuts to as many people as possible. It is not clear whether his unit to perform surgery is motivated by his desire
to help his patients or is caused by a terribly sadistic nature. His obsession with surgery makes him always advise the simplest medical problems to be addressed with a surgical procedure (much to dense chagrin). In an early episode, it is discovered that he feeds the remains of hair from his clients to a strange monster
that lives under his barbershop. He seems to have a very secretive lifestyle that is far apart from what Flapjack and K'nuckles know. Dr. Barber sometimes receives shipments from The Island of Confied. Flapjack sometimes helps Doctor Barber with his crazy shenanigans, often without understanding what Dr. Barber is
really up to. Dr. Barber seems to live with his mother, though she lives in a closet drawer and can simply be a voice Barber hears in his head a la Norman Bates in the film Psycho. Real or not, she seems to nag him about everything. He's often quoted to say, Hmmm, yes. Dock Hag (expressed by Daran Norris) - law
enforcement by doc Stormalong. She is portrayed as a semi-old woman with obvious obesity and dark brown hair. She is seen as having a crush on K'nuckles, making a doll out of him from her docking tickets. She doesn't show this outside her home, and it's usually cold and bitter for everyone who comes into contact
with her. She has a rotten nephew named Lawrence who is almost as bad as she is (though he plays tricks on people rather than just acting average). It has been shown that when he has to fill out his ticket quota, he gives them to K'nuckles. She gives him tickets even if he doesn't do anything and makes rules so that
she can give him more tickets. She was temporarily fired in May May Not, but was never said to have been rehired, meaning she just applies the rules and writes her tickets for her amusement and pleasure. She has unofficially won the beard contest and the hand of foster daughter hated Peppermint Larry, Candy, and
there are times when the two of them can sometimes be seen together. Smoke briefly Sally Syrup (voiced by Jackie Buscarino) is a young woman who sells clams in Stormalong Harbor. Her name was influenced by the old nursery rhyme Sally sells seashells Flapjack seemed to have a crush on it (he was producing
girlfriends, which arose out of his head whenever someone mentioned Sally, who Captain K'nuckles and Larry Peppermint sold for profit). The girlfriends turned out to be Blood Gnats, which Dr. Barber reveals to the entire Candy Barrel. When Flapjack realizes he's not in love with her, Sally asks unfortunately, you don't
love me? even though she showed disgust at the earlier perspective. As he leaves, Flapjack is seen taking out his scarf and waving it at the ship, shouting: Goodbye, Sally Syrup! I don't love you! Sally replies, waving her own handkerchief at him, I don't love you too! Flapjack then sighs dreamily, indicating that despite
everything, he could love Sally Syrup. By the end of the episode she had drifted away to Blood Island for more shells and to get rid of Blood Gnats. Then, in The Return of Sally Syrup, it is found that Sally Syrup's father is the inventor's teacher and niece and she thought Stormalong Harbor was boring until Flapjack tried
to show him how much fun it could be out there. When he had to leave, he said he was actually having fun. She and Blowjack shared a moment before she had to leave, when she was in the air and flying, she said: The best part about today was to spend it with you (talking to Flapjack). When he asked, really? she
replied, No, I'm just kidding! Goodbye mannequin! although this could have been just an act to maintain her reputation. Flapjack then saidDon't go my heart. Eight-Armed Willy (vocal effects by Richard McGonagle) - An extremely large Giant Pacific Octopus with a cut sticking out of his head that resembles a hole. In
Skooled, Ms. Leading dressed up as him to help Flapjack and Captain K'nuckles learn left and rights. In Willy! (Or won't it be him?), Flapjack tried to capture him with a group of people from the only stormalong newspaper, so that Flapjack could prove to Patch that he was an adventurer and so they could get more ink for
the newspaper, but after it turned out, Willy was happy to give them ink and also helped Flapjack with his bet. Willy is proven to be greater than 100 ft. and is constantly making it difficult for Flapjack and K'nuckles to steal candy. In addition to Confied Island, Flapjack and K'nuckles try to get candy from Willy's secret candy
supply in Willy's lair. Willy has an eye patch over his right eye due to blindness, and is shown to have terrorized Stormalong for years, as he is probably the reason for the Great Monster Alarm. Looks like he's an antagonist, but he seems to be a ghaster on Flapjack. The Sailor Patch (cast by S. Scott Bullock) - A white
mousached sailor who stands with Thomas Hatch (voiced by Kent Osborne) - A white sailor with a big nose with a bad temper. In most of the episodes in which he appears, he is seen walking off the screen after being upset by someone, and and other sailors try to console him. Satch - A black sailor who spends time
with Thomas. The inventor (voiced by Jeff Bennett) is a man who invents things to force children's work and is also the teacher's dastardly brother. He invented a whale called W.O.O.S.H, which was designed to force children to help him reach the goal of the fastest thing in the Seven Seas. He invented the camera, but
it's also powered by kids (having one of the kids shoot whatever he saw). He is classified as a villain because he imposes child labor and is vindictive against Flapjack and K'nuckles, but sometimes he acts as he wouldn't be as bad as he seems (for example, when he tried to help Flapjack and K'nuckles escape an
overweight constable on a bike giving them more inventions that they refused). Sea Hedgehog (cast by Jeff Bennett and Kevin Michael Richardson) - Blowjack uses all the Polish Bubbie uses on her bells, so K'nuckles takes Flapjack to the other side, evil by Stormalong Harbor to get more. The duo meet poor street
hedgehog kids who ask for their sea urchins back, but Flapjack calls them sissies and hedgehogs track him down and try to fight Flapjack, only to be stopped by an angry Bubbie who threatens to flatten them if they approach him again. He invites them to dinner and shelter &amp; the hedgehogs reward them with a
routine of songs and dances. The next morning, however, they discover that the hedgehogs have left with their possessions, including Bubbie's collection of bells. Flapjack and K'nuckles follow them, and the hedgehogs challenge them to a dance-off. When the star dancer of the hedgehog, Cheeks, falls, the father of the
hedgehog intervenes to intervene and accuses the hedgehogs of killing his son and calls Jerry, who is the father of the hedgehog leader, but then recognizes K'nuckles' status as a long-term idol in the bad part of Stormalong Harbor for his ability to do nothing for anyone. Eventually, their hedgehogs and fathers give the
bell collection back and Flapjack invites them inside Bubbie, who seem not to be able to take many people in her mouth. (Note: In the part of the episode in which Bubbie intercepts the hedgehog's attempt to get Flapjack, Cheeks calls the hedgehog leader Ricky, when it later reveals that his real name is Oliver.)
Production As a child, show the creator Van Orman lived in Panama City, Florida, and used to fantasize about living near the dock and having adventures all the time. When he was 13, his family moved to Utah, but Van Orman still dreamed of adventure. He worked after school as a janitor, saving money for a plane ticket
to Florida. There, he packed some rice and potatoes, and he padd a surfboard to Shell. He planned to live off sea urchins and even spear a mantle ray, but things soon went sour. Eventually he became severely sunburnt and began to starve. He returned to the mainland, but later tried again: again: he went to Mexico and



lived in the jungle and found [himself] eating from the dumpsters. Orman took his failures in stride, chalking up all these bad circumstances as part of the affair. [3] Van Orman's influences include Gary Larson, Jim Henson, Stephen Hillenburg, and even his former boss Craig McCracken. Van Orman was known for his
work on other Cartoon Network shows, such as The Powerpuff Girls, The Grim Adventures of Billy &amp; Mandy and Camp Lazlo. The original extended track for the show was used only once, for a special musical entitled All Hands On Deck. Modest Mouse singer Isaac Brock, a fan of the series, provided voice for the
particular version. Van Orman tried to pitch the concept to Cartoon Network in 2001. He created a short and incorporated many childhood favorites with visual inspiration from older adventure novels. His first pitch was rejected, but he received a lot of feedback and re-pitched the concept in 2003. [3] The series works with
Screen Novelties to produce the stop-motion and title book portions of the show. [3] Paul Reubens was initially chosen to be The Voice of Slapjack, but when Reubens did not appear at any recording session, Van Orman himself decided to voice Slapjack. [3] The series ended on August 31, 2010, after 3 seasons, 46 half-
hour episodes and 91 episode segments. The last episode, titled Fish Out of Water, focused on the flapjack and K'nuckles which turn into fish because of too much candy and, at the end of the episode, featured an appearance by creator Thurop Van Orman and his son Leif Van Orman, who played live versions of
Flapjack and K'nuckles after eating too much candy again. A live action version of Bubbie also appeared. In other media DVD release The Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack: Volume 1 Region 1 DVD was released on September 15, 2009, and contains the first ten episodes along with four bonus featurettes. [4] Video
Games A Flightjack video game was confirmed by the creator of the Thurop Van Orman series in the spring of 2010 for the Nintendo DS system. When the show was canceled, the game was canceled with it. [required citation] Flappjack and Captain K'nuckles appeared as characters played in Cartoon Network: Punch
Time Explosion; Peppermint Larry and Candy Wife acted as support ingure screams, while one of the scenes is set in Bubbie's Mouth. Eight-Armed Willy appears as part of His Flight Punch Time Explosion. Reception Industry Impact Several former storyboard artists and production crew members who worked on The
Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack continued to create their own series, including Pendleton Ward (a former writer and storyboard artist who continued to create Time),[5] J. G. Quintel (a former creative director and storyboard artist who continued to create regular Show), [6] Alex Hirsch (a former writer and storyboard
artist who to create Gravity Falls),[7] and Patrick McHale (a former writer and storyboard artist who created Over the Garden Wall). [8] Awards Awards Category Premiere Results Nominated Refs 2009 Golden Reel Awards Best Sound Editing – Television Animation Nominated [9] 2009 Primetime Emmy Awards
Outstanding Individual Achievement in Animation Chris Roszak (for Sea Legs) Won [10] 2010 Annie Awards Best Animated Television Production for Children Lodied [11] Best Directing in a Television Production John Infantino &amp; J. G. Quintel (for Candy Cassanova) Nominated [11] Primetime Emmy Awards
Outstanding Short Form Animated Program For Tee Hee Tummy Tums Nominated References ^ Zeus , Maxie (2008-04-04). CN Upfront 2008: Misadventures of Flapjack Comes this summer. The Toon area. Archived from the original on 2008-04-09. Taken 2008-04-05. ^ Perlmutter, David (2018). The encyclopedia of
American animated television shows. Rowman &amp; Littlefield. pp. 378–379. ISBN 978-1538103739. ^ a b c d e Zahed, Ramin (2008-07-07). Thurop Van Orman, Creator Cartoon Network's The Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack. The Magazine of Animation. Archived from the original on 2009-08-17. Taken 2009-08-
27. ^ The Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack — Vol. 1. TVShowsonDVD.com. Archived from the original on 2009-09-29. Taken 2010-07-10. ^ DeMott, Rick (April 25, 2010). It's time for an affair with Pendleton Ward. Animation World Network. Archived from the original on March 29, 2017. ^ O'Leary, Shannon (May 16,
2012). Interview: Regular Show Creator JG Quintel on Indie Comics and Cartoons. The Beat. Archived from the original on October 6, 2014. July 15, 2012. ^ Adams, Erik (September 28, 2012). Comedy Showrunners Week: Alex Hirsch on the Real Surreal of Gravity Falls. A.V. Club Archived from the original on October
19, 2013. August 23, 2013. ^ McHale, Patrick; Edgar, Sean (2017). The art over the garden wall. Dark Horse Books. p. 13. ISBN 978-1-50670-376-3. ^ 2009 Golden Reel Awards Nominees: Television. MPSE. Archived from the original on July 15, 2010. Taken 2010-05-31. ^ Emmy Awards 2009: Outstanding Individual
Achievements in Animation. Emmys.com. Archived from the original on September 1, 2010. Taken 2010-05-31. ^ a b 37th Annie Awards: Nominees. Annie Awards. Archived from the original on December 4, 2009. Taken 2010-01-01. Marilyn Moss (2008-06-04). TV Review: The Marvelous Misadventures by Flapjack.
The Hollywood reporter. Retrieved 2008-06-11. Bottom line: Feisty and funny animated series that kids will fall for hook, line and sinker. [dead link] Ed Liu (2008-06-05). The Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack needs a strange infusion, Me Hearties!. The Toon area. Archived from the original on 2008-06-10. Retrieved
2008-06-11. Ed Liu (2009-10-30). The Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack Vol. 1: It Infuzia ciudată, Mateys!. Zona Toon. Arhivate de la original pe 2013-01-12. Preluat 2009-10-30. Link-uri externe Wikiquote are citate legate de: The Marvelous Misadventures de Flapjack The Marvelous Misadventures de Flapjack la
Big Cartoon DataBase The Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack pe IMDb The Marvelous Misadventures of Flapjack at TV.com Retrieved from
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